Government General Degree College, Kaliganj
NOTICE
23.07.2018
As per government order [No. 842-Edn (CS)/10M-95/14 dated 17.07.2018] and
consequent order of University of Kalyani [No. UG/1152/18 dated 18.07.2018], fresh
admission would be taken as per the following schedule.
EXTENDED DATES FOR ONLINE ADMISSION 2018-2019
(FROM WILLING BOX LIST)
Publication of New List of selected candidates (First Phase) for
Admission from the Willing List in the website

31.07.2018 (at 12 noon)

Submission of Admission Fees through i-collect
Publication of New List of selected candidates (Second Phase)
Phase) for Admission from the Willing List in the website

31.07.2018 to 02.08.2018
06.08.2018 (at 12 noon)

Submission of Admission Fees through i-collect
06.08.2018 to 08.08.2018
If seats remain vacant even after these two phases, one more phase may be held. The details of which
will be given later, if such situation arises.
Commencement of classes for the newly admitted students
14.08.2018 (at 10.15 a.m)

*Verification of documents to be done on the date of commencement of classes.
Admitted students must bring all original documents and photocopies of the relevant
documents on the date of commencement of classes.
Documents to be produced and submitted during Verification:
1. A printout of application form submitted through online.
2. The Print out of the Application form must be signed by the candidate and the
respective guardian.
3. Original Mark sheet of Higher Secondary or its equivalent along with its self attested
copy must be brought.
4. Original document related to certification of date of Birth, such as Admit card and its
self attested copy
5. In case of SC, ST, OBC A and OBC B candidates, original certificate should be issued
from SDO or DM and for physically handicapped as well as candidates for sports quota
must bring the certificates from the concerned authorities. Along with the original
certificates, self attested copy must be brought.
6. Original School leaving certificate and self-attested photocopy.
7. Original certificates for Family income and self-attested photocopy.
8. Original of Aadhar Card and self-attested photocopy.
9. Receipt copies of Bank Challans of a) application and b) admission by SBI. No one
will be allowed to be admitted without these documents.

The willing candidates may contact the college office in the office hours for any
clarification.

Sd/- S. Laskar
Officer-in-Charge
GGDC, Kaliganj

Sd/- R. Ghosh
Convenor, Admission Committee
GGDC, Kaliganj

